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Sample Selection with SOMP for Robust Basis 
Recovery In Sparse Coding Dictionary Learning

Ayan Chatterjee, Student Member, IEEE, Peter W. T. Yuen

Abstract—Sparse Coding Dictionary (SCD) learning is to decompose a given hyperspectral image into a linear combination of a few
bases. In a natural scene, because there is an imbalance in the abundance of materials, the problem of learning a given material well
is directly proportional to its abundance in the training scene. By a random selection of pixels to train a given dictionary, the probability
of bases learning a given material is proportional to its distribution in the scene. We propose to use SOMP residue for sample selection
with each iteration for a more robust or ’more complete’ learning. Experiments show that the proposed method learns from both
background and trace materials accurately with over 0.95 in Pearson correlation coefficient. Furthermore, the proposed implementation
has resulted in considerable improvements in Target Detection with Adaptive Cosine Estimator (ACE).

Index Terms—dictionary learning, sparse coding, basis, reconstruction, hyperspectral.
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1 INTRODUCTION

T RAINING a dictionary from a high dimensional
heteroscedastic data, like a Hyperspectral Imagery

(HSI), refers to decomposing crucial spectral information of
a natural scene. Sparse coding is a well-established method
that decomposes the HSI to a linear collection of a few
bases, called atoms, with a wide range of applications (see
examples [1], [2], [3]). The group of atoms for a given scene
is called a dictionary.

Given a set of signals ’Y’, Sparse Coding Dictionary
(SCD) aims to find the dictionary ’D’ and a sparse matrix
called representation ’a’, s.t. Y = Da, D is usually with
`1 norm bases i.e. ||di|| = 1. One such well-known SCD
algorithm proposed by Adam Charles et. al.[4] is a classical
SCD solving approach and is the focus of this letter for its
abilities - (i) basis that looks like real spectra, (ii) infer HSI
resolution with high accuracy from multispectral images,
and (iii) evidence presented reconstructing real HSI trained
from another season. This dictionary assumes Laplacian
prior probability distribution instead of Gaussian on the
coefficients of ’a’. The main contribution of their paper was
the inclusion of coefficient statistics in the cost function.

1.1 Motivation
SCD retains the higher-order statistics present in HSI.

A well-learned dictionary has benefits in essential applica-
tions, one of which is target detection (TD), a binary classifi-
cation problem that differentiates target material of interest
with the background (refer [5] for detailed literature). How-
ever, due to a random selection of pixels with each iteration
during learning, there is a variation from run to run in the
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current SCD in [4] which the model in [6] attempt to address
with unsupervised classification like the k-means algorithm
to increase the probability of learning different materials.
With most abundant materials having the highest likelihood
for bases of learning them, the motivation behind this letter
was to increase the likelihood of bases to learn different
materials present in a scene irrespective of its distribution.

1.2 Data
For experimental validation, we have used a set of real

images. We have considered Selene H23 VNIR1 and Selene
H23 Dual covering 0.4 to 2.5 µm (a registered image from
HySpex VNIR-1600 and SWIR-384 sensor). The Dual image
has a smaller GSD of 70x70cm compared to the VNIR with
a GSD of 17x34cm. Natural materials like grass, soil and
tree cover over 95% of Selene scene, and artificial mate-
rials cover the remaining scene, like Orange Perspex and
Green Carpet. Apart from Selene, we have also considered
publicly available Paso Robles-Monterey2 which is a high
altitude AVIRIS imagery consisting of vegetation, highway,
and cities, and two Virginia City images3 which are images
of a mountainous region.

2 LITERATURE

2.1 Sparse Coding Dictionary
Given a collection of signals Y ∈ Rn×m with ’m’ samples

and ’n’ dimensions, the problem of sparse decomposition
over a dictionary D ∈ Rn×p with ’p’ atoms is called sparse
coding. The SCD algorithm in [4] selects pixels at random
during training to accelerate towards convergence (see [7]
for a detailed study on sample selection).

1This scene was acquired by HySpex VNIR-1600 sensor at Porton
Down range (Long 51◦8′19.7′′N Lat 1◦39′16.9′′W to 51◦7′41.7′′N
1◦40′8.5′′W) on 12 August 2014 BST 12:00:04. QUAC was applied using
ENVI software for atmospheric compensation.

2AVIRIS dataset (flight name: f150615t01p00r11)
3https://www.spectir.com
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Algorithm 1 Dictionary Learning Algorithm, refer [4]

1: Import HSI Image as ’Y’, number of dictionary atoms
’n’, user-defined step size ’s’ and step-size decay ’d’, and
maximum number of iterations as ’M’

2: Initialize dictionary as ’D’ as ’n’ random numbers
3: for i = 1 to M do . Iterate till convergence
4: choose pixels ’x’ (x ⊂ Y) . Sample selection
5: ax = min||x−Dax||p . Infer coefficients
6: ∆Dx = (x−D · ax)× ax
7: D ←− D + s×∆Dx . Dictionary Update
8: s = s × d . Step size update

User-defined estimates like step size and decay, and least squares
function to infer coefficients remain unchanged from [4]. An inner
loop is required if more than one sample ’x’ is selected per iteration
to estimate ’a’.

To investigate the inconsistencies of the above men-
tioned SCD from iteration to iteration, we did a run of 50,000
(or 50k) iterations on Selene H23 VNIR scene. We learnt that
the background materials are learnt well but trace materials
once learnt were forgotten over the next few iterations due
to their lower probability of existence4 in random sample
selection (evidenced in figure 1).

(a) Ground Truth (GT) pixels (b) Dictionary at 15kth Iteration

(c) Dictionary at 23kth Iteration (d) Dictionary at 35kth Iteration

Fig. 1: SCD progression with iteration on Selene H23 VNIR

At this stage, there is certainly is a need for an error
evaluation criteria at each step during training that would
help in sample selection to (i) select weakly learned samples
(ii) avoid already learned samples. Algorithms that propose
to learn trace ’target’ materials along with the background,
e.g., in [8] require a priori information of the target materials
for classification before sample selection. A priori informa-
tion of materials is usually not known in real scenes. Also,
unsupervised classification suggested in [6] of separating
various materials followed by a random selection of a
single pixel from each cluster at each iteration is one way
to increase the likelihood of selecting different materials.
We will use k-means to cluster and show that although

4Orange Perspex covers ≈1% of Selene scene.

this approach produced improved accuracy than random
selection, the proposed implementation has produced an
even lower error.

2.2 SD-SOMP Algorithm
Unmixing is the identification of end-member pure-pixels

in a given scene assuming a convex cone (see [9] for
an overview). Unmixing with Self-Dictionary assumes that
there are pure-pixels in the scene and attempts to select
a handful of sample pixels, one at a time, that are the
end-members for the scene, called Self-Dictionary (SD). The
closest explanation of SD is the pure-pixel index algorithm.
The objective of SD problem is to minimise the `0-norm (or
rows) of signal samples selected, is written as:

min||X||row,0 in |Y − Y X|≤ ε, refer [10] (1)

The recently published greedy algorithm, SD-SOMP in
[10], constructs SD by nominating the pixel with the maxi-
mum Simultaneous Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (SOMP)
residue to be an end-member at each iteration. The al-
gorithm continues till the pixel selected in ’ith’ iteration
satisfies ||yi − Da||2≤ acceptable error (the dictionary ’D’
are all the pixels selected previously and representation ’a’
is constrained to sum-to-one). The algorithm goes on to
automate the stopping tolerance term with error estimates
from HySime (see [11]).

3 PROPOSED IMPLEMENTATION

If the pixel with maximum SOMP residue in SD-SOMP
algorithm is within acceptable error tolerance, then the rest
of the scene has converged, suggesting that SOMP residue
has a relationship with the fitting error. The relationship for
a given pixel ’y’ w.r.t. a dictionary ’D’ can be derived as:

p-norm fitting error: ||y −Da||p
=⇒ ||Iy −DIa||p, by Identity matrix property

=⇒ ||Iy −D(D−1D)a||p or ||Iy − (DD−1)(Da)||p
=⇒ ||Iy − (DD−1)(y − n)||p, from y = Da + n

=⇒ ||(I −DD−1)y + (DD−1)n)||p (2a)

≈ ||(I −DD−1)y||p︸ ︷︷ ︸
SOMP residue

, ∀n << y (2b)

The above equation (2) demonstrates how, when noise
is negligible, the SOMP residue is equal to the p-norm
error. This approach is computationally much more efficient
estimating the approximate fitting error at each iteration
without the need to estimate sparse representation. In prac-
tice, pseudoinverse (usually Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse)
is used to invert the non-square dictionary matrix, noise
term is inclusive of material variability and other external
factors deviating from an ideal signal ’y’, and an HSI like
Paso has mean signal-to-noise estimate of 39dB.

Adjacency and scattering exist in the atmosphere, and,
the full pixels we think we see with our naked eye are not
full pixels. Furthermore, due to the existence of sub-pixel
materials, using SOMP residue is more effective than using
other existing data curation methods using spectral angle to
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address the problem, like [12] using ORASIS algorithm[13]. 
The comparison is shown in figure 2.
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Fig. 2: Scatter plot of Manhattan distance (MD) against (a)
minimum SAM value from learned dictionary atoms, and
(b) `1 SOMP residue. Pearson correlation coefficient of (a) is
0.2096, and (b) is 0.9630.

Higher SOMP residue is an indication for higher re-
construction error, and the least learnt pixels among the
highest values. Replacing sample selection in each iteration
in algorithm 1 with the pixels with maximum SOMP residue
to train a model, guarantees that the dictionary has learned
from all pixels of the scene when it converges. Figure 3
shows the convergence of maximum error residual.
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Fig. 3: Decrease in maximum error with iteration.

4 RESULTS

Experiments conducted have been converged for `2
norm and with `2 SOMP residue to keep the comparison
similar with the methods - SCD[4], the popular K-SVD[14],
SD-SOMP[10], CoNMF[15], MVSA[16], and VCA[17]
algorithm. We previously mentioned that one of the reasons
for using SCD in [4] is that the learned atoms look like a
real pixel. Existing SCD algorithm with random selection
is referred as SCD-Rand, random selection after k-means
clustering with 200 clusters where one pixel is selected
from each cluster as SCD-kmeans, and the proposed SOMP
selection as SCD-SOMP minimised for mean residue. Figure
4 show that using the proposed method, we learned both
background and trace materials. Correlation is estimated
with the Pearson Correlation coefficient.

In another run, the first 1k lines is used for training
with 50 atoms each for both Selene and Paso. Reconstructed
Virginia City image was trained on 1807-1211 scene. For the
10k iterations, the time taken by the existing approach with
random selection on Selene H23 Dual is 115.58 min, and
the proposed with 132.7 min (SOMP estimated on NVIDIA
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Fig. 4: Learned atoms on Selene H23 Dual

GTX 1060 GPU). Eigendecomposition with the correlation
matrix conclude, figure 5, that proposed method has more
positively correlated eigenvectors with GT5.
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Fig. 5: Correlation of eigenvectors with GT.

5The dimensions of the scenes are:

• Selene H23 VNIR: 3752 lines, 1600 samples, and 160 bands
• Selene H23 Dual: 1876 lines, 380 samples, and 448 bands
• Paso Robles-Monterey: 5115 lines, 741 samples, and 224 bands
• Virginia City 1807-1211: 6349 lines, and 1807-1220: 6758 lines

(both scenes are with 320 samples and 178 bands)
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5 TARGET DETECTION

We previously mentioned that one of our purposes of 
using SCD is in target detection. ACE is one of the classical 
TD methods whose individual distance measures is the 
square of the Mahalanobis distance. As a consequence of 
learning with the proposed SOMP selection to increase the 
probability of absorbing both the background materials and 
the trace materials in the dictionary, we expect an increase 
in TD accuracy. Applying the proposed implementation of 
two target materials on Selene scene, the detection result of 
the same experiment from figure 5 is shown in figure 6.

(a) Orange Perspex (easy target material)

(b) Green Carpet (hard target material)

Fig. 6: ROC Curve using ACE for detection.

6 CONCLUSION

We suggested random sample selection during the train-
ing of SCD algorithm in [4] be replaced by samples with
maximum SOMP residue for applications like TD. SOMP
residue is a way to estimate the fitting error without esti-
mating representation. Using this approach, we are able to
successfully demonstrate the ability of bases in a dictionary
to be more robust, learning different materials in a scene
irrespective of its abundance distribution.
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